




Our Story

Light: it’s the crucial aspect in every design or 
architectural endeavor, the element that brings 
shapes, spaces and interiors to life. Lighting is 
both a science and an art form.

Lumiere Group was founded in 1994 by the 
third generation of the Ariss family (Ziad Ariss, 
Wissam Ariss, Zeina Ariss) a family with a history 
in the lighting industry since 1923. That history 
served as a strong foundation for the future of 
the company. 

Starting out in Beirut with a handful of 
employees, Lumiere Group achieved a meteoric 
rise by introducing the latest industry trends to 
the region, carving out a name for itself as the 

“Architecture which enters into a symbiosis with 
light does not merely create form in light, by day 
and at night, but allow light to become form.”
— Richard Meier. Architect

go-to brand for contemporary lighting. Today, 
it is a prominent figure in the market with a 
staff of over 150 dedicated professionals and 
a select portfolio of clients all over the Middle-
East and Africa.
  
Our track record speaks for itself: Lumiere 
Group is a storied name that spells innovation, 
quality and reliability. In partnership with our 
network of leading European manufacturers 
and regional affiliates, our experts provide 
tailored lighting solutions adapted to a variety 
of industry needs. Our unique architectural and 
artistic lighting designs put us on the map as 
trendsetters who revolutionized the field and 
established a new business model. 
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Expertise

As major suppliers of high-end lighting fittings 
in Lebanon and across the region, we at Lumiere 
Group pool together an all-inclusive mix of talents. 
In collaboration with our partners and affiliates, we 
offer a full-fledged range of services including design, 
consultation, project management, and lighting 
calculation. 

Catering to architects, interior designers, contractors, 
real estate developers and end users alike, we act as a 
bridge that connects the customer to the manufacturer. 
Our regional presence extends across all lighting 

“To understand one thing well is better than 
understanding many things by halves.” 
— Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe. Poet, novelist, playwright, 

natural philosopher, diplomat, civil servant

segments and specifications, with one common 
denominator: uncompromising quality. Always on the 
cutting-edge of the latest technological and design 
trends in the field, our corporate group provides 
full-service innovative solutions for contemporary 
lighting, handling every requirement and budget 
with practiced ease. 
From the design phase to the follow-up, as consultants 
or suppliers, our flair and know-how help guide you 
and provide you with the solution that is suitable for 
you. Ours is the address for ensuring your lighting 
needs are met at every turn.

Lighting Segments

With a solid reputation in the market and an established, comprehensive network of leading names in every 
aspect of the business, Lumiere Group is the answer for all your lighting demands. We offer a complete range 
of customized solutions suitable for a wide variety of requirements across the full spectrum of the industry, 
including the following segments:

• Religious
• Educational
• Public
• Hospitality
• Landscape
• Cultural
• Offices
• Residential
• Retail
• Recreational

“More and more, so it seems to me, light is the 
beautifier of the building.”
— Frank Lloyd Wright. Architect
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Our People

Lumiere Group brings together an eclectic 
group of talents with complementary 
skills, synergizing the artistic, technical and 
managerial facets of the trade. Supported 
by our affiliates, we boast a broad lineup of 
professionals from all over the region and the 
lighting field. From industrial designers and 
sales consultants to architects and electrical 
engineers, our multidisciplinary team is the key 
to our success, bringing a well-rounded scope 
of expertise to the table that makes Lumiere 

“Alone we can do so little, together we can do 
so much.”
—  Helen Keller. Author, political activist, lecturer

Group a leader in lighting.
We believe our people are our greatest asset; 
as such, we invest heavily in acquiring new 
talent and developing our human resources to 
build an integrated workforce united around a 
common vision. Lumiere Group has always had 
a tightknit team, and it never lost that sense 
of belonging; even today, our wide corporate 
family, which extends across many countries, 
retains the same harmony and cohesiveness.

Ziad Ariss, CEO
Founder of Lumiere Group, Ziad is a North 
Eastern University alumnus, majoring in 
business administration (Boston M.A, USA). 
With more than 18 years of solid experience 
in lighting in Lebanon and the region, Ziad 
focuses on the Group’s development, sales and 
expansionary strategy, vision and corporate 
development. 
 
Antoine El Khoury, Managing Partner
A Georges Washington University alumnus 
(Washington DC), with over 25 years of 
experience in lighting in Lebanon and the 
region, Antoine is involved in strategic 
communications with our business partners, 
as well as in the Group’s development, vision, 
and corporate development. 

Wissam Ariss, Vice Chairman Of The Board
A Harvard Business School MBA and McKinsey 
alumnus, with solid industrial, logistics and 
business experience in the USA and the MENA 
region, Wissam is also a board member of the 
“Lebanese chamber of agriculture, industry and 
commerce” where he is the chairman of the 
finance committee board. Wissam is a member 
of the “young president organization” and a 
board member of several industrial, trading 
and logistics companies in the USA, Europe 
and the Middle East.

Zeina Ariss, Member Of The Board

Our executive management team has an international educational background with solid 
business experience in the Middle East lighting market. 
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Branches

“The secret of success is to do the common 
thing uncommonly well.” 
— John D. Rockefeller Jr. Financier, philanthropist

Lumiere Group has expanded far and wide and 
across borders. Today, the company boasts 
several branches in Lebanon and the Kingdom 
Of Saudi Arabia, as well as branches in Jordan, 
Qatar, Kuwait, the United Arab Emirates, and 
Nigeria. 

Our presence on the map spreads throughout 

the Middle-East and Africa, with regional offices 
strategically distributed to answer market 
needs and streamline collaboration with our 
network.
Each one of our elegant premises reflects our 
focus on high-end quality and state-of-the-art 
design, with a signature look that evokes the 
focus on style inherent in our line of work. 



A press of a button is all it takes: automation is 
the process by which the latest advancements in 
technology are integrated into individuals’ lives. Once 
installed, the control systems ensure the smooth 
functioning of the different related processes. A simple 
switch allows regulation of the diverse mechanisms 
and guarantees a comfortable, care-free environment. 
Advanced Integration is built around this futuristic 
model. 
An essential constituent of Lumiere Group, Advanced 

Affiliates | Advanced Integration

Lumiere Studio is a multidisciplinary art and design 
firm founded by Lumiere Group. In their design 
practice, light is used to enhance the experience of 
a visual environment. Their work is wide-ranging and 
encompasses architecture, strategic branding and 
innovative design. 
Lumiere Studio offers a comprehensive list of lighting 
design services: from initial consultations, strategy 
and concept development, lighting calculations, 
and energy impact analysis for LEED certification, 
all the way to construction, on-site support and final 
lighting set up. Their portfolio reflects a richly diverse 
range of output, from residential quarters to retail and 

Affiliates | Lumiere Studio

“Coming together is a beginning, staying together is 
progress, and working together is success.” 
— Henry Ford. Founder of Ford Motor Company

hospitality. They not only handle indoor design, but 
outdoor landscapes and architectural projects as well. 
The people at Lumiere Studio believe that lighting 
is the fourth dimension of architecture, meant to be 
integrated within other disciplines in order to enhance 
them. Their work focuses on how lighting can affect 
social interactions, whether at work, home or school. 
Their expertise in design technique and sensitivity 
toward functionality as well as the social effects of 
lighting, equips them with the resources to find better 
solutions that are both environmentally sustainable 
and business oriented. 

Integration brings the future to the present, 
incorporating high-tech solutions into the art of 
lighting. 
With its various award winning brands, it aims at 
enhancing the client’s way of life. By fusing the diverse 
technologies with luxurious designs, its goal is to 
bring added value to the experience. Whether for 
residential, corporate, commercial or governmental 
purposes, its main concern is to cater to the customer’s 
comfort and convenience.
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Affiliates | Delta Light Mena

Lumiere Group has established Viabizzuno Middle 
East as an exclusive agent for the Middle-East.
Viabizzuno ME is the regional branch of the famous 
Viabizzuno, lighting specialists named after the 
main road of the small village Bizzuno located in the 
province of Ravenna in Italy. It is a company that for 
more than twenty three years has been making design 
its reason for living; for Viabizzuno, design is not a 
simple professional activity, but a way to establish a 
relationship with others and with life itself. To design 
means to build something that lasts and keeps on 
living beyond temporary fashion; it is the way to fix 
the disorder of the world.
Viabizzuno designs light: light fittings, objects, lamps, 
lighting projects. For years it has been putting itself at 
the service of the most successful international fashion 
brands, institutions, museums, industries, design firms 
and public bodies by demonstrating how light has to 
be mixed with architecture, space, and the people 
who occupy it.
Viabizzuno has pioneered its own design philosophy, 
integrating light with architecture and becoming a 
recognizable design philosophy: a concept followed 
by architects and designers around the world…an 
identity…a style.

Affiliates | Viabizzuno Middle East
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The MENA branch of a Belgian family business, Delta 
Light MENA design and manufacture architectural 
lighting and collaborate with architects, designers, 
contractors and investors to integrate light into their 
projects. Thanks to an established global network that 
goes back decades, they have extensive experience in 
working on small and large scale houses, hotels, offices, 
public buildings, retail, and hospitality environments.

Incorporated in 1989 by business manager and designer 
Paul Ameloot, Delta Light has developed to become a 

market leader and trendsetter in architectural lighting. 
With a new generation of the family taking the helm 
and bringing additional dynamism and ambition to 
the tea, the future of Delta Light seems bright. 

Today, Delta Light services its global clientele through 
a carefully chosen network of partners in over 120 
countries. The success of Delta Light relies on a 
continuous search for perfection and innovation, in 
product design as well as in manufacturing techniques, 
quality control and customer support.



As the representative of leading European brands in the Middle-East and Africa, 
Lumiere Group takes pride in featuring the cream of the crop of high-end 
lighting fixtures. Our prestigious list of partners is a signature of our dedication 
to quality and style:

DELTA LIGHT | BELGIUM

DISANO/FOSNOVA | ITALY

DYNALITE | AUSTRALIA

ERCO | GERMANY

FILIX | CROATIA

LITHOSS | BELGIUM

LOUIS POULSEN | DENMARK

LUCE & LIGHT | ITALY

MEYER | GERMANY 

PHILIPS COLOR KINETICS | USA 

PLATEK | ITALY

QBO | SPAIN

SATTLER | GERMANY

VIABIZZUNO | ITALY 

VIBIA | SPAIN

Brands are available on a per-country basis.
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Projects

Lumiere Group has built an impressive portfolio over the years, bringing its signature quality 
and expertise to a variety of projects.

01 PUBLIC

02 EDUCATIONAL

03 CULTURAL 

04 RECREATIONAL

05 HOSPITALITY

06 RETAIL

07 RESIDENTIAL

“The only way to do great work is to love what 
you do.”
— Steve Jobs. Co-founder, chairman, and CEO of Apple Inc.
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List Of Projects
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LEBANON

Zaitunay Bay + Yacht Club
M1 Offices
MEA Training Center + Cedar Lounge
Cedars Of God
Entertainment Center
The Muse
Al Bustan Spa
River And Sea
Beit Beirut
Fouad El Khoury Foundation
Opera Gallery
Waterfront Dbayeh
First National Bank Headquarters 
Blom Bank 
Cedrus Bank 
Jammal Trust Bank Headquarters
Summerland Kempinski Hotel & Resort
Saifi Suites Hotel
Palm Beach Hotel
The Key Hotel
Boutique Hotel
O Monot Hotel
Zaarour Country Club
Alfa Stores
Maison Et Parquets Showroom
Grab N Go 
Patchi
Chocostory
M1 Building / M1 Offices
GS Stores
Aishti By The Sea
Ni Restaurant
Spine Rooftop
Centrale Restaurant
Sultan Ibrahim Jounieh + Down Town
Baltus Restaurant

JORDAN

W Hotel
GS Retail
Porto Dead Sea
Ayla Golf Academy
Ayla Marina Village
Seraj Tower
Abu Ghazaleh Gallery
Seraj Tower Floor 17 & 18
Ballroom At W Hotel
Al Adiyat Project
Sheraton Hotel
Movenpick Tala Bay Spa Lighting
Rotana Abdali
Intercontinental Amman Entrance
The Abdali Boulevard
Aventi Junior Boutique
Vinaigrette
Vip Lounge At Qaia
Gate Way
Imseeh Project
Al Qaser Hotel



List Of Projects
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KSA

Shangri-La Hotel 
Golden Tower 
TCC Crowne Plaza Hotel 
GOSI Hilton Riyadh 
King Abdullah Center For National Dialogue (KACND) 
Clemenceau Medical Center (CMC) 
Riyadh Public Transport Control Center (RPTCC)
Qortuba Oasis 
Mekkah Chamber Of Commerce
King Abdulaziz Center For World Culture (KACWC) 
Princess Nourah University (PNU) 
King Abdullah Financial District (KAFD)
King Abdullah University For Science & Technology 
Royal Greens Golf & Country Club KAEC Golf
King Abdullah Economic City 
King Abdul Aziz International Airport
Centro Rayhaan Hotel
Data Center 
Fairmont Hotel 
Shaza Hotel 
Millenium Hotel 
Oberoi Hotel 
Jeddah Gate
Meridien Hotel 
NOBU Hotel
NOFA Equestrian Resort
Hyatt Regency Hotel 
Atturaif Historical Museum
Gulf International Bank
Arab National Bank Headquarters
Gulf Cooperation Council Interconnection Authority 
Turki Plaza
Fakeeh Hospital
Cracknell
Al-Masjid Al-Nabawi Exhibition
ZAIN Telecom Outlets
Mobily Telecom Outlets

NIGERIA

Private Villa Nicon Estate Lekki 
Central Kitchen Cote D’Ivoire 
Eko Pearl 
Eko Pearl (Façade)
Falomo Bridge 
Ocean Parade 
GT Bank 
Holy Cross Cathedral
MTN - Laswa
Primrose - Private Villa 
Sunrise Hills
Walter Smith Headquarters 

QATAR

Doha Mall
Musheireb Phase 3 
Commercial Building Lusail
Marsa Malaz Hotel At The Pearl Qatar
Pari Gallery
Mwani Building, New Port
Control Tower, New Port
Al Rayyan Stadium
Aspire Academy
Al Zulal Resort
Morror Building
Regent Hotel
St. Regis Hotel
Salwa Beach Resort
Hermas Development
Marine Restaurant Qatara
Viva Bahriya
New College of Pharmacy - QU
Mall Of Qatar Cinema
Al Deeble Tower
Al Bahie Auction at Katara
Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Mashraf Al Rayyan
Qatar National Museum

UAE

Tower A & B (Division) - Yas Island
The Four Seasons Hotel - DIFC
Rotana Hotel
Address Boulevard Hotel (Division)
Rotana Arjan
Intercontinental Hotel
Oberoi Hotel Zorah
Abu Dhabi Mall
Maktoum Airport DWC PTB
Abu Dhabi Airport - MTB
Dubai Airport - Icon
Burj Khalifa Staircase Lighting & 6609
Zorah Resort
Albarari Spa Indoor
Palm Couture
Jumeirah Villas
Embassy Staff Villas
Palm Villas Viktor
Zakher Palace
Khalifa Meena Palace
Dubai Police Forensic Lab
Kiddy Park
Play Dubai
Etihad Lounge
Al Ain Holding
Abu Dhabi Police Headquarters
Adhib Headquarters
Bab El Yam
Mosaico Restaurant
Boutique Le Chocolat - City Walk
Ombrella Restaurant



Al Amiri Terminal 
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Architect: The Associated Engineering Partnership / Gensler London | Location: Kuwait City, Kuwait | Category: Public

The Amiri Terminal is located adjacent to the Kuwait airport and it is a VIP terminal dedicated to Kuwait’s 
esteemed constituents and his Highness the Amir. The roof dome is formed by a space frame structure, 
supported on low level insitu concrete structure. 
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Abdali Pedestrian Spine
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Architect: Laceco | Location: Amman, Jordan | Category: Public

The Amman Business Central District represents the new heart of the Jordanian capital, transforming highly 
underused hectares of prime real estate in Al Abdali district into an urban focal point built around a number 
of architectural anchors. These include: a pedestrian commercial spine (The boulevard); an open-air shopping 
center (The central market place) with mixed retail, catering and entertainment facilities; state-of-the-art high-rise 
office buildings; upscale hotels and residential quarters; and a modern convention center.
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Al Rayyan Stadium
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Architect: Pattern Architects | Location: Doha, Qatar | Category: Public

This stadium is set to become the stage for passion for the 2022 World Cup. Developed and executed by 
Lighting Group Qatar, the lighting design for the project is based on multiple layers of light and a galactic 
theme conceived by Pattern Architects. The unique lighting helps to create a sense of wonder, reinforcing a 
connection to the cosmic environment and delivering an exceptional ambiance.
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King Abdulaziz Center For National Dialogue

30

Architect: H.A.K | Location: Riyadh, KSA | Category: Public

The venue for the very first National Dialogue Forum in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, this impressive building 
located in the nation’s capital benefits from our veteran lighting solutions, namely the façade lighting which 
gives the building its distinctive look, as well as the interior lighting fixtures. The lighting design beautifully 
fits and harmonizes with the prestigious nature and grandiose scale of the project, highlighting its stateliness.
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Jeddah Economic City
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Architect: HOK Architects | Location: Jeddah, KSA | Category: Public

Lined strategically along the coastline of the Red Sea, Jeddah Economic City is designed to embody a new 
point of view in what a mega city is all about. The City in mind is planned to breathe life into the northern 
area of Jeddah, attracting investors, tourists, as well as business opportunities that will break global records, 
becoming the first of its kind in city life.
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NPP Mwani Building
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Architect: AEB Qatar | Location: New Port Project, Mesaieed, Qatar | Category: Public

Located at Hamad Port in Umm Al Houl, the new headquarters of NPP Mwani is equipped with state-of-the-
art technology that is echoed in its cutting-edge lighting provided by Lighting Group Qatar. The exceptional 
design and high-tech solutions that went into the project reflect the importance of Mwani Qatar as a big name 
in the management of the country’s seaports, quays, dry ports, containers and other terminals.
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Control Tower

36

Architect: AEB Qatar | Location: New Port Project, Mesaieed, Qatar | Category: Public 

The New Port, strategically located outside the capital city of Doha, will be a world-class facility and a vital 
component of Qatar’s economic infrastructure. The port’s lookout tower is a standout feature of this megaproject, 
its twisted architectural form encased in a complicated and changeable geometric skin. The lighting provided 
by Lighting Group Qatar reflects this variability, creating a shifting pattern of a myriad of lights.
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Location: Bcharreh, Lebanon | Category: Public

The Cedars reserve in Lebanon is a natural treasure that stands as a symbol for the nation’s history, unity and 
future. Lumiere Group took on a unique project that consisted of lighting the reserve’s cedars at night, creating 
a magical atmosphere that sheds light on the majesty and importance of these millennial trees.

Cedars Of God
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MEA Cedar Lounge & Training Center

Architect: Joe Farah | Location: Beirut, Lebanon | Category: Public

Designed by Hilights with Lumiere Group as the supplier, the lighting for the brand new MEA Cedar Lounge 
signed by architect Joe Farah, is a holistic solution to a standout project, one that respected the space’s 
natural light while accentuating its functionality. It stands as yet another example of lighting design as an art 
form, pushing the envelope of creativity and redefining the modern lifestyle through its balance of flair and 
functionality.



Falomo Bridge 
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Location: Lagos, Nigeria | Category: Public

This famous bridge in Nigeria made headlines when contemporary Nigerian artist Polly Alakija was hired to 
paint murals on its columns. Solution Lumiere LTD was hired to provide the lighting for the public murals which 
are part of the planned urban regeneration program that is meant to transform the city into a more socially 
inclusive place.
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Princess Nourah Bint Abdulrahman University

Architect: Perkins+Will | Location: Riyadh, KSA | Category: Educational

The largest women’s university in the world, Princess Nourah Bint Abdul Rahman University is located in Riyadh 
and was designed by Perkins & Wills Architects. Built with cutting-edge technology and avant-garde design, 
it also features the latest in lighting solutions provided by Lumiere KSA.



King Abdullah University For Science & Technology 
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Architect: HOK | Location: Thuwal, KSA | Category: Educational

King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) is an international, graduate-level research 
university established to drive innovation in science and technology and to support world-class research in 
areas such as energy and the environment. KAUST’s new campus is the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s first LEED 
certified project and the world’s largest LEED Platinum project.
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King Abdulaziz Centre For World Culture
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Architect: Snøhetta | Location: Dhahran, KSA | Category: Cultural

This prestigious arts center located in Dhahran, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, is also known as Ithra. It was 
developed by Saudi Aramco to encompass a museum, a library, a cinema, an auditorium and exhibition halls. 
The project boasts exquisite lighting, including outdoor lighting fixtures, flawlessly supplemented by Philips 
Dynalite Lighting Control provided by Lumiere KSA, all of it precisely customized to help each space achieve 
its particular function.
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Beit Beirut
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Architect: Youssef Haidar | Location: Sodeco, Lebanon | Category: Cultural

1936 witnessed the emergence of a residential complex that dominated the Sodeco intersection. Today, 
the project, which won the Light Middle East “Public Project of the Year” award, stands tall as the city’s first 
multifaceted cultural center, museum, and memorial space – Beit Beirut. Each floor serves as a chapter of the 
city’s history dramatically lit by Hilights’ in collaboration with Lumiere Group.
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Royal Greens Golf & Country Club: KAEC Golf

52

Location: Jeddah, KSA | Category: Recreational

A global award winning eighteen-hole championship golf course with a seven star clubhouse, this gem of 
landscaping and architecture owned by Emaar, is fitted with the most prestigious brands in lighting, all expertly 
arranged to provide illumination that is both functional and atmospheric. 
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Kempinski Marsa Malaz
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Architect: AEB Qatar | Location: The pearl, Doha, Qatar | Category: Hospitality

As the first ultra-luxury hotel to open on Doha’s iconic man-made island, namely The Pearl-Qatar, Marsa Malaz 
Kempinski offers an exceptional waterfront island experience built around the highest international design 
standards. Marsa Malaz Kempinski showcases the finest European architecture as well as Lumiere Group’s 
signature lighting, blended with traditional Arabian elements in all of it 281 luxurious rooms and sprawling 
amenities. 
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Kempinski Summerland Hotel & Resort
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Architect: Samir Khairallah & Partners | Location: Beirut, Lebanon | Category: Hospitality

Summerland village is one of Lumiere Group’s largest undertakings, a sprawling hub for tourism located just 
five minutes from Downtown Beirut. Selected lighting fittings for this grand-scale project consisted mainly of 
LED Engine, made in Italy. Lumiere Studio, along with Hilights, devised a lighting design for every aspect of 
the colossal project in close collaboration with architects and interior designers. Due to its proximity to the 
coast, the lighting fittings are aluminum corrosion resistant or made with stainless steel. 
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Hilton Riyadh Hotel & Residences

Architect: Al-Omrania & Associates | Location: Riyadh, KSA | Category: Hospitality

With its stunning glass façade, art deco interiors and panoramic elevators, Hilton Riyadh Hotel & Residences 
exudes a luxurious vibe. Sky-linked to the Riyadh underground service, the hotel boasts direct access to the 
airport, as well as to the Granada Shopping Mall; a truly 21st century hotel that boasts truly 21st century lighting 
solutions worthy of its pedigree, not the least of which are the interior lighting fixtures supplied by Lumiere KSA.



Crowne Plaza Riyadh RDC Hotel & Convention

60

Consultant: Zuhair Fayez Partnership Consultants | Location: Riyadh, KSA | Category: Hospitality

The Crowne Plaza Riyadh RDC Hotel & Convention center stands in the nation’s new information technology 
hub, surrounded by the offices of multinational companies. The center lives up to its environment by featuring 
the latest in Lumiere KSA’s lighting design, integrating cutting edge solutions such as customized lighting 
fixtures and entertainment lighting to create a state-of-the-art building.
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Shangri-La Hotel Jeddah 

Architect: Perkins+Will | Location: Jeddah, KSA | Category: Hospitality

A 65 story hotel tower in Jeddah, the Shangri-La is a marvel of modern construction and innovative design, 
striking an impressive and distinctive silhouette. It’s warm, elegant lighting design makes it a uniquely 
recognizable landmark in the Jeddah skyline, and its interior lighting is no less distinguished.



Zaitunay Bay & The Yacht Club
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Architect: Steven Holl Architects | Location: Beirut, Lebanon | Category: Hospitality

Lumiere Group was part of the international team of architects and designers, including Steven Holl (US), LEFT 
(US), Nabil Gholam and others, who were behind this innovative tourist attraction. The project is conceived as 
an urban beach, extending the existing Beirut corniche with a new sea promenade reminiscent of sea waves 
that serves both as an art exhibit and a restaurant strip, not to mention the prestigious Yacht Club. 
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Spine Lounge
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Architect: Gatserelia Design | Location: Beirut, Lebanon | Category: Hospitality

Perched atop the area’s tallest building, Beirut’s Spine Lounge is quickly becoming one of the capital’s hotspots. 
Thanks to an ingenious lighting installation designed by the city’s own Gregory Gatserelia and supplied by 
Lumiere Group, the lounge on the building’s 12th floor acts as a beacon patterned to strange and avant-garde 
shapes, drawing the chic and hip from miles around.
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Abu Dhabi Mall

Location: Abu Dhabi, UAE | Category: Retail

Conveniently nestled in the heart of the city, Abu Dhabi Mall offers more than 200 stores of fashion labels and 
designer boutiques. Directly connected to the renowned Beach Rotana Hotel, Abu Dhabi Mall is a centerpiece 
in the social fabric of the city. 
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Aishti By The Sea

Architect: Adjaye Associates  | Location: Dbayeh, Lebanon | Category: Retail

Lumiere Group’s biggest project to date is also its most ambitious. With almost 80,000 square meters in size, 
Aishti By The Sea is an innovative retail concept that combines art and shopping into one mega-complex. 
Lumiere Studio provided 87 shops with lighting services, consisting of products from our showroom, while 
also designing lighting for the interior landscape and the foundation’s colossal façade. 
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Boutique Le Chocolat
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Architect: Anna Maria Giangrasso | Location: City Walk, Dubai, UAE | Category: Retail

Upgrading a sweets shop to an art gallery, transforming chocolate tasting into a multi-sensory experience, 
converting a lighting device into a veritable cocoon of light; These are the challenges brilliantly met for 
Boutique Le Chocolat in Dubai, thanks to the collaboration of Lumiere Studio and Lumiere Group Emirates 
LLC. The finesse of their ingenious lighting system and components, brought to life the complexity of the 
original architectural concept. 
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Private Residence

74

Architect: Dori Hitti | Location: Beirut, Lebanon | Category: Residential

A picture perfect illustration of residential architecture and lighting design, Dori Hitti’s private residence is 
state-of-the art in every way. Lumiere Group provided the lighting solutions that helped bring out the modern 
charm of the space, tailoring the luminaires to each area in order to create a truly unique living space.
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Index Penthouse

76

Architect: Studio M | Location: Dubai, UAE | Category: Residential

Perched at the top of Foster’s Index 80 story tower in the heart of Dubai’s Financial Center, sits a 14,000 square 
foot art collector’s dream penthouse. The client’s brief was specific: no color except for the art. To that end, 
a mix of restrained, sober colors, materials and lighting was applied to serve as the perfect backdrop to a 
museum-like space with a large collection of modern art. 
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LIGHTING GROUP | QATAR

Sharq Plaza
Unit 102, Building No. 189
D-Ring Road
P.O.Box 6255, Doha, Qatar

T +974 44 170 291 
F +974 44 931 876

qatar@lumieregroup.net

LUMIERE GROUP
EMIRATES LLC | DUBAI

Al Thanya First Street
I-Rise Tower
31st Floor, Office #31C-5
P.O.Box 413977, Dubai, UAE

T +971 4 77 06 773  

uae@lumieregroup.net

LUMIERE GROUP
EMIRATES LLC | ABU-DHABI

Al Mussafah
M39, Q22
Office 76
Abu-Dhabi, UAE

uae@lumieregroup.net

LUMPIER GROUP | KUWAIT 

Sharq, Khaled Ibn Al Walid St.
Burj Al Madina, Parcel 17
13th Floor, Unit 1
Paci No. 15747887
Kuwait City, Kuwait

T +965 967 221 12
   +965 973 135 13

kuwait@lumieregroup.net

LUMIERE GROUP | JORDAN

Houssaini Center
Paris Street, Sweifieh 
P.O.Box 841123
Amman 11181, Jordan

T +962 6 5864 980
F +962 6 5865 017

jordan@lumieregroup.net

SOLUTION LUMIERE LTD | NIGERIA

Lindev Plaza
No. 16 Amodu Ojikutu
Victoria Island
Lagos, Nigeria

T+234 8 112 112 112

nigeria@lumieregroup.net

LUMIERE GROUP | SIN EL FIL

Blvd. Sin El Fil 
Ariss Building 
P.O.Box 13-5278
Beirut, Lebanon

T +961 1 484 216
F +961 1 484 241

lebanon@lumieregroup.net

LUMIERE GROUP | GHOBEIRY

Ghobeiry, Sector 7
75th Street, Building. 28
P.O.Box 13-5278
Beirut, Lebanon

T +961 1 859 055
F +961 1 859 120

lebanon@lumieregroup.net
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